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Part I

Ansr,,ror all the questioils in the paper itself.

1) rffrite dcwn the next two terrns of the number paffern

2 15, E, tl ,74

2\ Srmplify ? 1^ 4 (15 + 3)

3) What is the additive inverse of (-3)

4) The perimeter of the triangle is 60 crn. Find the value cf r

5) sinrpli ry ;+ i + ;
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I

6) Calculate the value of a

7) Which type of solids

SatisS,' Euler's relatiansllip'/

S) If 6z + 8z = Nz . rvhat is the suitat:ie value fcrr x

9) Sirrrpliry3(;r*Z) ?L {x 3)

1C)

Are e0 g and e0 C

y0ur ilnswer

adjacent angles? Give resons f,or

I 1) Find the value face of (-3) - (-4) - (-2) without using the number line"

l2) The area of a face of a cube is 36 cmz. Calculate the volume of the cube.
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14) Find H.C.F of BxT and 6y.

15) Fincl the value of 2x ' y when x = 4 and y =

i6) sirnplifl, qd3

l7)Cornplernent angle of 100 =
Supplement angle of 100 =

l8) Simpliff AS much as possible

9x *' By - 5 - 7x - 4y

visit
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i)

Part tI

Answer the first question anC four other questions in a separate paper.

a) Write down the three main characteristics of, a platonic solicl"

b) E;<plain why the solid given below is not a platonic solid.

(M 03)

(M 0r)

c) Given lrelow is a net of a platonic Solid.

What is the nalne of the platonic solid?

Write dolvn the number of faces, vertices an,J edges of it"
What is the shap of it's face?

(tur 0r )
(M 03)

(N{ 01)

A student made the solid using the above net. He is going to paste a tape along all the

edges of it. If the length of an edge is 10 cm how much of tape does he require?

d) Sirow that the solid given belc,w satisfies the Euler's relationship.

(x4 03)

(M 04)

2) i. What are the digits that can be in the units place of a perfect square?

ii. Write 324 as a product of
prime nurnbers.

Hence find ,lm

(M 02)

(M ot)
(M 02)

(M 02)

(M 04)iv. Find /$6T iry observation.
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3)

G::.r

a) Simpli{v hour's minutes

4 10

+5 50

day's hours.

9t2
2 13 dM 2 x 2)

.

b)

c)

Wrile do*n 12.30 midnight,in internationalstandard form.

A bus leaves colombo at 10.45 a.m. and reaches Anuracrhapura at 4.15 p.m.

i. Write 10.45 a.m. in intemational standard form

ii. Write 4.15 p.m. in internationalstandard form

(/1'I 2)

(,v, 1)

{fi{ r)

{.M z}iii. Calculate the time taken for the journey.

iv' The bus leaves from Anuradhapura at 10.45 p.m. what time will the bus reaclr Colombo.

Write the answer in l2 hour clor:k.

4) i. Separate the number given below into pericds and name thern.

8434005 0t,U-72

(Copy this to your arrswer sheet) (M 4)

I t. Write down the values represented

(Copy this to your enswer sheet)

by the digits shown by arrows.

{n{ s)
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5) a) What are the

i. Point.s on the circle

ii, Points inside the circle

iii; , , ',Points outSide the circle
,.

b) Dravr a bq.autifi+l circular design (use the pencil)

6) a) Explain how we can estimation to calculate (rough

b) Rou,d off to the nearesr multiple of i0

ii. gg

iii. g5

Tc rlcwnload Past PaPers vrsit

I r,t'wiv.v a.l ira
i,alue) the number of rvords in an essily.

OC
(M Z x s)

(M s)

{M Z)

iv. IAZ

v. 50

c) The rtumber of mangoes in a bag is rounded of to the nearest multiple of 10. The answer was

50.

i. What can be the least number of mangoes? (M L)

ii. What can be the most number of mangoes? .(M l)
iii. One mango was added to the bag. The total number of mangoes was rounded off a-q

earlier. The answer was 60. How many mangoes was there at the beginning. (M Z)

7) a) Draw (i) An acute angle

(iii) An obtuse angle

b) Name (i)

(ii)

(iii)

(ii)

(iv)

An instrument to find direction

An instrument to find the horizantal

An instrument to find the vericle

A right angel

A reflex angle {MLx4)

{tvt Z)

(M Z)

{M L)

TM L)

(M L)

c) How many horizontal edges are there when a cuboicls is placed on a horizontal table.

DA'o
o

(d) How many vertical edges re there when cube is placed on a horizontal table
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